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In the conference room at this time, Chen and the government army commander were sitting in
jeopardy, and Chen was wondering how to subtly interfere with Hunter (Hamid)’s intention to
negotiate with the government army for a while.

Suddenly hearing shivam’s words, the whole person was a little astonished, and subconsciously asked:
“What did you say about the negotiator’s name?”

shivam said awkwardly: “Master Wade…”

After speaking, he hurriedly turned away and said to Charlie behind him: “Master Wade, please come
in.”

Charlie nodded, put his hands behind him, and walked in leisurely.

As soon as he entered the door, he saw Chen sitting at the conference table, and when he took a look,
he found that Chen was indeed extraordinary.

He was only about 30 years old, and he had six strange meridians and eight channels.

Charlie is the first time he has seen a martial artist who can open up six meridians.

With this level of strength, he can basically blast all his family members including Mr. Elms, who can
serve him in Aurous Hill alone.

At the same time, Charlie couldn’t help but feel fortunate for Hunter (Hamid). If this old boy hadn’t
helped him to prepare for the rainy day, Chen alone could easily sneak into his base and twist his head
off. .

No wonder that after Wanlongdian began to cooperate with the government forces, they went all the
way. With such a master, the opposition in Syria are not opponents at all.

However, it was precisely because of Hunter (Hamid)’s comprehensive defense that the possibility of
Chen’s decapitation was prevented.

Although Chen is a six-star warrior and is far superior to ordinary people, his body is far from the state
of a copper wall and an iron wall.

If it is really exposed Under the firepower net of the machine gun, it will also be screened.

The tragic death of Gorka also made Chen very jealous, so he did not take the beheading action on
Hunter (Hamid).

When Chen saw Charlie coming in, his expression was quite surprised. He subconsciously asked,
“You…are you Chinese?”



“Yes.” Charlie went straight to sit down opposite him, and said lightly: “I am Commander Hunter
(Hamid)’s military commander, and he is the only representative in this peace talks.

I have the full power to negotiate with you on behalf of Commander Hunter (Hamid).”

Chen asked very puzzled: “You are a Chinese, why would you join Hunter (Hamid)’s team?”

Charlie smiled and said, “What’s weird about this? Everyone comes out to ask for a living.

If you can join the Wanlong Palace, I can also join Hunter (Hamid).”

Chen frowned and looked at Charlie, and said, “Since we have come to negotiate, why are you still
wearing a mask? Don’t you dare to show your true colors?”

Charlie looked around and saw that there was no shooting equipment in the meeting room, so he took
off his mask and said lightly: “I am a relatively low-key person, and I don’t like to expose my true face
in front of many people.”

Chen stared at Charlie’s face and found that this young man seemed to be around twenty-five years
old, a few years younger than himself, and couldn’t help but ask: “I don’t quite understand.

Although Hunter (Hamid)’s team is not good at fighting, But they generally don’t work with people of
different beliefs. You are a young and foreigner, how did you get into his team and mix in with a
military division?”

Charlie smiled and said, “Of course I got mixed up as a military division based on strength.”

Chen sneered and said: “I think you are just a shaggy boy like a handless chicken. Even I don’t think you
are like a martial artist. What strength can you have?”

Charlie smiled slightly, and said: “Did you not realize that Hunter (Hamid)’s current defense has far
surpassed other opposition forces?

Didn’t you find that Hunter (Hamid)’s overall skills and tactics have been greatly improved than before?
“
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